
 

 

 

   

 

Action 3:30 project: Key contact school 4 

 

[Start of recording] 

 

INT: All right. So to start with, how do you generally feel about the school’s participating 

in research projects and what have your experiences been personally? 

RES: This is … I’ve done … This is the second research project that I’ve been involved in, 

apart from some personal involvement in Children of the 90s. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: So … I, I haven’t got strong feelings either way, really, apart from that schools have 

so little time … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … is that there’s been a few stresses with that … 

INT: Right. 

RES:  … but, but not the actual involvement in the research. 

INT: Okay. So you haven’t got any sort of positive or negative feelings towards it, really? 

RES: Well, I suppose I’ve got positive feelings because I actually think research is vitally 

important. My negative bit is that I feel that schools have very little time and therefore 

it all, it, it just puts an added strain on to what is already a time-restrained … 

INT: Yeah. Okay. So you, so do you … It can’t be too time-consuming? 

RES: That is, yes, no, they certainly can’t be too time-consuming and, or, or too paper-

intensive. So that’s another thing … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … that is, is difficult. 

INT: And so what was your understanding of the Action 3:30 project? 

RES: What, the research they were carrying out? 
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INT: Yeah. 

RES: My understanding was that you were … looking at the relationship between a certain 

number of hours of physical exercise against medical things that were appropriate for 

Year 6, the 5 and 6 children, weight, weight, heart rate … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … those sorts of things. 

INT: Yeah. Okay. What, what do you understand your role was in facilitating the project 

within the school? 

RES: My, I, I saw my role just as the person who may, was the figurehead that … the, the 

person that would be the named person, so if there were any problems along the way 

with the administration liaising between the, the … to people who delivered the 

program and the class teachers … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … and making sure that people knew times, dates and those sorts of things … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … rather than a day-to-day … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … involvement. 

INT: Okay. So what, what do you think about the way we initially contacted you about the 

project? I think it was a letter originally. 

RES: That, that was part … I think it was an email or a, a letter, wasn’t it? 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: A-and we, I mean, we always try to read everything that is sent, and that was fine. I, I 

think probably for some schools it might have been not looked at any further … 

INT: Uh-hm. 

RES: … because obviously schools are inundated with letters and emails, so that’s always 

something that it could easily be overlooked and just shelved … 
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INT: Okay. 

RES: … without even … But, and because, and at school we were particularly interested in 

upping the physical activity of our children. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: This is an, an area in this location that is something that we’d long time had, have 

always tried to make sure that our children have good-quality PE and lots of it. So it 

was something that we were already interested in.  

INT: Okay. 

RES: So for us, when we got the letter, it was something that we thought very se-seriously 

about, so … 

INT: Okay. So, so would you that that was sort of the main thing that interested you in 

signing the school up to the project? 

RES: Yes. 

INT: Yeah. Okay. And was there sort of anything else at all that maybe caught your interest 

that … 

RES: I thought there was, I was quite interested … The other thing that I was quite 

interested was that we, I knew we had two people within the school who were 

potentially very good for doing the, delivering the program, and so I was therefore 

interested in the training that they were going to receive … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … and the equipment that we got to go with the training.  

INT:  Okay. 

RES: But that was secondary, really, because I knew that these, that the, the personnel was 

there … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … but it, you know, i-it was something that when I read your original letter that I 

thought, ‘Oh, this is something that I think might be of use and help to us.’ 
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INT: Yeah. Okay. That’s great. So, sort of your primary interest was in upping the physical 

activity of the children. 

RES: Uhm. 

INT: So where, where did the project fit with your school’s policy for physical activity 

provision, then? 

RES: Well, because we, we always wanted, want them to do at least two hours Physical 

Education each week, and because obviously our timetable is very tight, sometimes 

that is difficult, especially for the Year 6 children who have many things that they 

have to fit in and they are, have their SATs test, so that’s, you know, their, their 

timetable is very tight. 

INT: Yes. 

RES: So it, it really fitted in very well with what we would want to do. We, we also know 

from past, that our children, not very many of them join outside clubs. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: They, they’re attendance to things that are run in school … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … is good … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … but things that are not run in school, not many of them … Football is an exception 

… 

INT: Mm. 

RES: … but not very many of them join, join swimming clubs or those sort of things, so, so 

that fitted well. We have in the past tried to use some outside providers for things … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … sporting things, and that hasn’t proved all that successful. I don’t know if we’ve 

been unlucky … 

INT: Yeah. 
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RES: … but with the reliability of how often they come and, you know, you start being … 

issues from companies we’ve used, and when, yet when we run things ourselves with 

our own personnel … 

INT: Hm. 

RES: … they tend to be very successful. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: So, so for us, the way that you were planning to do it … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … was a, a model that we knew could be successful. 

INT: Oh, okay. Why do you, why do you think it’s more successful maybe using your own 

personnel? 

RES: Because you don’t have the reliability. Because what has happened in the past when 

we’ve had outside people come is that quite often they don’t come. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: And therefore then you have, even if they ring and say they’re not coming tonight, 

you then have your 30 children who’ve got to be contacted and parents have because 

they’re expecting to stay after school and there is, and there isn’t a provider, or, or 

then you have to find somebody who’s in school to do it … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … whereas if you use the people who already work here, they have the loyalty and it 

becomes part of their working day and … 

INT: Yeah. Okay. Yeah, that’s good. So that’s, that’s really good. 

RES: Yeah. 

INT: So, back to … You said that not many of the children sort of join outside clubs. Do 

you think the project’s had an, an impact on the children that signed up maybe in 

ways of being, might be more encouraged to sign up for the clubs or … 

RES: Oh … 
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INT: Was there any impact at all that, that they might have had? 

RES: I don’t know about that impact. I, I would find it hard to … I, I, I don’t know about 

that, you see, because I think for our, for the children, from their perspective, they, 

although they knew it was a research project and … I don’t think they would have 

thought of it differently to the sort of clubs we run at school anyway, because we do 

run some sporting clubs … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … and, and because it was staff from the school, they would’ve seen it as part of, of 

the, the clubs that we run anyway each week. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: So I’m not, I couldn’t tell you about the impact of … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … of that.  

INT: All right.  

RES: [unclear 00:09:24]. 

INT: That’s okay. And do you know how, how it’s … Does that have any sort of impact on 

the TAs that have, have been involved in the project? 

RES: I think they both really enjoyed it. 

INT: Hm. Good. 

RES: Yeah. 

INT: Okay. Can you expand on that, too, that sort of … of any benefits you’ve seen 

elsewhere in the other T-, things or anything like that? 

RES: They haven’t expressed that to, to me, so, but I think they were delighted with the 

attendance and the attitude and enthusiasm of the children. 

INT: Okay. Yeah. Do, is there any plans in maybe using new skills to the school’s 

advantage? 
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RES: I would hope so, because I was … I don’t think that we … We haven’t yet discussed 

this with either of them, that, that we would be able to perhaps use them in a similar 

way next year for running a similar-type … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … activity program, because, you know, the government is going to give schools 

some money particularly in more, marked for sporting. 

INT: Oh, okay. 

RES: And that might be a way, because obviously they have been paid to do that … 

INT: Uhm. 

RES: … a way to use a little bit of that money to, to deliver a program similar or along the 

lines of. 

INT: Okay. Do you, do you think maybe you would use the resources that they were given 

for, for this time around for this project? 

RES: Yes, probably. 

INT: Yeah. Okay. 

RES: Yes. 

INT: Okay. So overall, the club has finished now … 

RES: Yes? 

INT: … at school, what do you feel worked well with the project … 

RES: I mean, I think that with all these projects, the thing that works well is the people who 

are running it. 

INT: Uh-hm. 

RES: So if you have enthusiasm and loyalty and commitment from the staff, then that is 

transferred to the children, and therefore you get a successful project. And that’s what 

I feel has been, has happened with [TA name] and [TA name] is that they were very, 

very enthusiastic. They wanted to work well, they put a lot of effort and enthusiasm to 

it, they made each session really good fun. I saw or, you know, popped in quite 
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frequently and the children, they worked the children hard but made it really good 

fun. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: So that’s what made things successful. And you could have exactly the same 

resources, time with, with somebody without the enthusiasm and it would not be 

nearly so successful. 

INT: Okay. So, so do you think maybe that’s why the, your attendance was so high, the 

attendance was so high in your club at your school? Just … 

RES: Yes. 

INT: Yeah? 

RES: I do think that … We have, we have a thing in our school is that when we, the child-, 

we, we offer quite a lot of clubs of not only sporting clubs, lots of different clubs … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … and we’re … at the beginning of the year, and we t-, we do it very similarly to the 

way that yours was, usually either 1 Year groups or 2 Year groups … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … and so over the time in the school they get offered lots of different ones and some 

… and a variety of things, because, you know, for some children, the sporting things 

are not as enjoyable as for other, but is that we ask the children to make a 

commitment to them. So that is something that is part of our ethos here is that they 

commit to coming to a club and they are expected to come … 

INT:  Okay. 

RES: … not so, so if they join the choir, then they are expected to, you know, come to the, 

the practices. So it is sort of within the child-, that is the ways that they are used to 

doing their … [unclear 00:13:40] from school … 

INT: Uhm. 
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RES: … they are expected. They are not allowed not to just come, and if they, they can’t 

come, they need to go and explain to the member of staff. So that is the culture that 

we have, have effected in the school.  

 So some of that is that, the Year 5 and 6 children have always had that culture, so 

they, once they said they wanted to do it, they did see it as a commitment … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … but I do think that you would have got more excuses for, you know, doctors, 

dentists and things if they hadn’t enjoyed it. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: And from what [TA name] and [TA name] tell me, the attendance was really good. 

INT: It was. It’s brilliant. 

RES: Yeah. 

INT: Yeah. Okay, that’s good. So, so maybe, do you think if we wanted to improve or 

retain attendance in other schools, something similar would sort of have to be 

adopted, do you think? 

RES: I think it, I mean, I think it’s a really good thing for … It’s a good culture to instil in 

the children is that, you know, that this is a commitment that you know how many 

weeks it is, and, and for our children at school is that we usually say that they, they 

need to do it for at least a term … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … and if they sign up, and then, if it’s really not for them, then they need to go and 

explain and say, you know, or if they then start swimming lessons or something, they 

need to go and ex-, explain to the member of staff. I just think it’s a, a good life skill 

to have is that if you commit yourself to something, so then you carry it through for, 

you know, a, a, this given time … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … and then you … So, I mean, I think it’s, it’s obviously the way to go, but I mean, 

it’s difficult when you’re going as an outsider to other schools … 
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INT: Yes. 

RES: … you can’t say … 

INT: You can’t change the school ethos. 

RES: No. You can’t change the school ethos, but I suppose you could say that, you know, if 

this is, the commitment is for the 30 weeks … 

INT: Uhm. 

RES: … and if you can’t manage that, then you need to not sign up. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: So at least it’s put on to them that you … like a contract. 

INT: Uh-hm. Okay. Yeah. Yeah. Do you, do you think that SATs maybe, did SATs play a 

part in sort of Year 6 attendance in your school’s club, or you’ve not been … 

RES: No, no, really, it didn’t. I don’t think that … I, I, I would have to check, but if it did, it 

would’ve only been one or two weeks. 

INT: Yeah. Okay. Okay. And, so how do you see the project has been received by parents? 

RES: I think they are, I think they have, have been okay, they, they’ve enjoyed it. I haven’t 

canvassed any opinion, so it’s really hard for me to answer that question. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: I haven’t, we haven’t asked a direct question and I haven’t … But there certainly have 

been no weekly complaints or anything. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: And they’ve been … they’ve been supportive. Are you, you gave them activity belts, 

didn’t you? 

INT: Y-yeah. 

RES: Yeah, and one or two forgot them this morning and they were, they were quick and 

wanting to phone up and get their mums and, or dads to bring them in. So … 

INT: Okay. 
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RES: … so, and they have because I’ve answered the door to a couple, so, so in that way, 

they are supported, but … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … but I haven’t actually asked that question of … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … of our parents. 

INT: Okay, okay. Fantastic. And do you think the project’s had a, a wider impact on the 

school other than just those who are directly involved? 

RES: Oh. Probably not. Or so it’s, I can’t think of anything. I, I’m thinking, ‘because very 

much of those directly involved in those children … But I can’t teach these things, 

and we haven’t obviously not yet shared the resources or anything … 

INT: Hm. 

RES: … so they have been kept very much for Action 3:30 … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … and, ‘cause obviously it’s nice to have things that are … So I’d, I’d probably have 

to say not that I can think of, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t things. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: And maybe I could think of something that may have, but again, I haven’t got the 

evidence for is that [TA name] does some PE with the Year 5 and 6 classes, the whole 

classes … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … so things that she has learned and developed through the Action 3:30 may well be 

being used in those classes. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: But, but I haven’t got evidence for that … 

INT: Yeah. 
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RES: … but, because I al-, I haven’t watched her do PE with those classes … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … since the Action 3:30 started. 

INT: Okay. Yeah, that’s, that’s great [unclear 00:18:53]. And is there anything you didn’t 

feel, that didn’t work with the project at all? So then, maybe any challenges the, the 

TAs experienced with delivery and anything of its kind? 

RES: No. I-I think, I think we were particularly lucky with the LSAs … 

INT: Uhm. 

RES: … because I think they were particularly talented. So therefore, um, I think that there 

wouldn’t have been any activity. And, and I don’t know the activities well enough, 

really, to comment on things. I know what, what would happen would be that if there 

was something that they found didn’t work with the children, they would’ve adapted 

… 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … accordingly … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … because they already had those skills. 

INT: Yeah. Okay. Maybe, was there anything sort of along the lines of doing all the data 

collection and that sort of thing that you’ve done apart from the club? Anything that 

didn’t work well there at all? 

RES: Mm. Not that I know of. You were always very prompt and made arrangements well 

before. I would think if the, the things that … from the school’s point of view was that 

the class teachers would’ve been a little reluctant with the time that they, the children 

spent out of class … 

INT: Yes. 

RES: … doing it, just because, as you know, they’re always desperate for time and then … 

INT: Yeah. Okay. Is there any things, or maybe that, a different time that would be more 

suitable, do you think, they would be willing to at all? 
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RES: I suppose afternoons have always been better. You did a, a bit of a mixture, didn’t you 

… 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … of mornings and afternoons, but for most schools that … I, I can’t remember, did 

you offer us different times and we o-opted for the … I, I can’t remember … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … that. 

INT: It, it was made so it was, sort of we gave you options, the best time for you. 

RES: You … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: And I’m sure at the time, when you gave me the options, I looked and tried to get the 

best time, but when you’re dealing with class teachers who are always rushing and 

things … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … we, we have a low … They, even though we probably looked and put the time 

from the diary and, and you gave us plenty of warning and things, just within school 

life … 

INT: Uhm. 

RES: … often it’s … it’s difficult to fit everything in. So that, I think that would always be 

the case. 

INT: Yeah. Yeah. And, and is, was there any negative effects on the school as a whole 

constituting the project at all? 

RES: No.  

INT: Okay. Cool. Okay. So, can you think of anything that could, we could maybe improve 

at all? So, I know that you said obviously about the data collection sort of, so it’s 

time-wise, it’s quite difficult. 

RES: Yeah. 
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INT: And anything else that maybe we can improve on in recruiting the children, anything 

about the TA training … 

RES: Uhm. 

INT: … at all? 

RES: Yeah. I … The training, I think they felt happy about. I think, I think maybe because 

they’re quite skilled, and, and obviously when you’re catering for training for a wide 

range of abilities and ages and things, it’s tricky for tailor-made training. I think they 

felt that they did a lot of training … 

INT: Uh-hm. 

RES: … some of which they … i-it could’ve been squeezed into a shorter time. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: I think that was a, a, a feeling. But … but I, I, I, we, we could all, all understand that 

that is sometimes difficult to do because you’re … not everybody is starting from the 

same point, are they? 

INT: Yeah, I know. 

RES: So you’ve got to, to make it a general training that … you know. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: And for some people they might not work much with children or big numbers, you 

know … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … there’s lots of things. So we, we could see that that is something. But that, that’s 

something that with the training is that you, you do initial, an initial training and then 

you sort of perhaps put people into groups or … I don’t know. 

INT: Okay. Yeah, yeah, so it’s also maybe spread out the different skills and … 

RES: Yes, yes. 

INT: Okay. Okay, fantastic. And, so we, you did talk about maybe using the resources and 

not, and try maybe doing this similar sort of club the next year. 
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RES: Yeah. 

INT: And sort of … Did you say that was going to be Action 3:30 or just, just similar to 

Action 3:30? 

RES: Well, I haven’t really talked about that yet ‘because we don’t, we don’t usually sort 

out the, the clubs until September. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: So it would be, I, I would need to go to [TA name] and [TA name] and see, and then 

that, there would be a little bit on budget briefings because if we do it probably after 

school, we don’t usually do a whole hour and certainly not twice a week. 

INT: Yeah, yeah. 

RES: So it would be, if we were expecting them to do that, we would need to pay them for 

that, have implications on our budget. 

INT: Hm. 

RES: And so, so, as yet, I haven’t really … we haven’t finalised anything. In the pipeline is 

some sort of club along those sort of lines. 

INT: Okay. But you mentioned that maybe you’ve got a little bit of money? 

RES: Yes, yes … 

INT: Okay. 

RES: … but that hasn’t come yet. 

INT: Okay. 

RES: So … (laughs) 

INT: Yeah. Okay. 

RES: And, I mean, sometimes these things are said and then don’t always materialise, so, 

yes, that’s … 

INT: You just, just wait and see. 
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RES: Yeah, and, and we need to, to, you know, also see what other things [TA name] and 

[TA name] were doing, but I, I, I think that would be probably what we might try to 

do from September. 

INT: Okay. Fantastic. And, and you just mentioned that, by, sort of the twice a week for an 

hour. 

RES: Yeah. 

INT: What do you think about how, the sort of timing, the frequencies of the club that 

they’ve just run is, was that suitable at that time, or what do you think? 

RES: Straight after school is obviously the most suitable … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … because that is … The, the time is, was, was fine, and, and an hour was, was good, 

as far as I know. I, I’d have to speak to [TA name] and [TA name], and you probably 

have, whether they thought that was too long … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … but as far as I know, I think they, they thought the time was fine. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: Twice a week is a big commitment … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … w-with … So that … When they were being paid, I think that they gave up that 

time for the 30 weeks, and obviously it was nice of them to, to receive some salary for 

it. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: If we run the clubs at school, obviously, they’re on a voluntary basis normally. 

INT: Uh-hm. 

RES: So, so that’s why I’m not sure it will be on exactly the same lines … 

INT: Yeah. 
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RES: … because there are more indications that if you, if you pay some members of staff, 

you know, ‘cause other, other members of staff run the clubs themselves. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: So there was a, so there are other implications to just carrying on. 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: Be-because it was a research project, it was different … 

INT: Yeah. 

RES: … but if we just carry on as a school club, there are things that we would have to 

think out, think about and … 

INT: Yeah. Okay. Okay, fantastic. Well, that’s all I have for you today. 

RES: Okay! 

INT: I don’t, I don’t know if there’s anything that you wanted to mention that we haven’t 

discussed or any questions that you have? 

RES: No. Wi-will, will [TA name] and [TA name] get results from the, the project? 

INT: Yeah. They’ll, they are still to get their certificate for their training … 

RES: Okay. 

INT: … which is going to be sorted, and the results, we have more data collection to do in 

November … 

RES: Right. 

INT: … and each school should get a little summary, and hopefully a poster that you can 

put up for it. 

RES: Okay. Perfect. 

INT: Is that okay? 

RES:  Yeah. No, that’s lovely. 

INT: All right. 
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RES: Okay. Thank you very much. 

INT: Thank you very much for your time. 

RES: No problem. Bye-bye. 

INT: Bye. 

[End of Recording] 


